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tracking community radio in India

Workshop builds women’s
capacities to run CR
from nine community radio stations
and it focused on mutual capacity
sharing between women broadcasters to create participatory programming. It was also the first step
towards planning cascade workshops
where these broadcasters would
train women at the grassroots level
back in their own communities to
make participatory programmes.

While the community radio movement in India is fairly young, the
achievements and accolades it has
won both within the communities it
works with, and the larger nation is
remarkable. But notwithstanding the
sector’s efforts towards bridging the
digital divide, there are several structural barriers that are hard to alter.
For instance, increasing women’s

participation in the sector remains a
key challenge. Towards addressing
this lacuna, Maraa, a Bangalore based
media and arts collective, in partnership with Commonwealth Educational Media Centre for Asia (CEMCA)
organized a Women Broadcasters
Master Training at Zorba the Buddha
in Delhi from November 17-20, 2013.
The workshop had representatives

This four-day capacity building
workshop also provided an opportunity to nine radio stations (from the
north zone in India) to attain conceptual clarity on the Community Learning Program (CLP) model developed
by the Commonwealth of Learning
(COL) through collaboration with
various global partners.
The participants were introduced
to various tools that can be used for
developing a radio series that blends
‘outcome-oriented learning design’
with ‘process-oriented dialogue’ and
stakeholder participation. This also
forms the core of the Community
Learning Program (CLP) model.
(Continued on Page 10)
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FIRST PERSON ACCOUNT

Lavanya lives her dream
as RJ in Radio Active
Radio Active CR 90.4, the first campus community radio in Bangalore, is
situated at the centre of the city in
Jain College. Several marginalised
people – women, LGBT and sex workers, waste-pickers and scrap dealers,
domestic workers, people with HIV,
people with disabilities and single
mothers – are a part of Radio Active.
Priyanka, a transgender, launched
a show focusing on the concerns of
the LGBT community. Jayadev, who is
visually impaired, works with children and encourages children to explore the medium of storytelling.
I met the team of Radio Active at
their studio in November 2012. Lavanya is one among the motivated
people working at the station. Despite her low vision, she radiates
conviction and confidence. Ramya K.,
the station manager of Radio Active,
told me that she is assertive, resourceful, hardworking, and a very
quick learner.
Lavanya
Lavanya, 24, visited the station in
June 2011 as an internee and was trained by Jayadev.
After internship, she continued to be a part of the station
as a member of the Listening Club. After completing her
graduation, she joined Radio Active in January 2012.

Now she is an active employee of
the station. Her mother’s as well as
her dreams were fulfilled when she
joined as a radio jockey. She is a people’s person and thrives on it. She is
a trained classical dancer and singer
as well. Her partial sight has not deterred her work in the station.
Lavanya encourages the domestic
workers to produce their own radio
show named Masada Kai and also facilitates a programme Audio Teacher,
meant for visually impaired secondary board examinees.
Partnering with various organisations, she also assists in the production of Aashitaru, a daily radio
programme conceptualised, produced and hosted by people with
disabilities. She enjoys working with
domestic workers and children in
the community. She has a passion to
create radio jockeys both from the
communities of children and people
with disabilities.
Lakshmi Prasana, the coordinator
of Association for Promoting Social Action, a right-based
community development organisation in Bangalore, says,
“I know Lavanya for the past two years through Radio Active. When I first met her, it was a surprise to know that
she was visually impaired. Not because
of any other reason, but because she
never took it as an impairment. In the
past two years, I have realised how
strong headed, independent, and
friendly she is by nature.”
Lavanya says that she gets her motivation from her family members, colleagues in the studio, and also from the
community with whom she works. She
also emphasizes, “I do the work like any
other and do my own recording and editing. I use the entire studio and equipment without any issues. The only issue
is that I am unable to work on the ON
AIR system as JAWS software gets
mixed with what goes on air.”
Bidu Bhusan Dash
Academic Associate, IIM Kashipur,
Uttarakhand, India

Lavanya interacting with a group of children
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SNIPPETS
Bangladesh approves 16 new
CR Stations

Dhaka (BNNRC) November 07, 2013: Ministry of
Information (MOI) of Government of the People’s
Republic of Bangladesh has
approved 16 initiators
from 102 applications to
set up new community
radio stations (2nd stage)
subject to receiving security clearance from Ministry of Home Affairs.
Earlier, in the first stage, on April 22, 2010, the Ministry
of Information had approved 14 community radio stations. The number stood at 16 after two more stations
were added to that list. At present, 16 community radio
stations have ushered in a new era by doing rural broadcasting of 106 hours programs daily within a listeners’
community of 4.6 million of 67 upazila of 13 districts of
the country.
Source: http://www.bnnrc.net/home/communityradio

Committee to revise CRS
airtime rates

Information and Broadcasting Ministry has formed a
committee to look into the matter of revise the airtime
rates and guidelines for duration of sponsored programmes on community radio stations.
Six bodies, namely Directorate of Advertising & Visual
Publicity (DAVP), Commonwealth Educational Media Centre for Asia (CEMCA), Community Radio Forum (CRF),
Community Radio Association (CRA), Radio Namaskar
and Radio Mattoli; will nominate a member from their respective organisation.
Director of CEMCA Sanjaya Mishra; president of CRA
Kandarpa Das; NA Shah Ansari from Radio Namaskar; and
N Ramakrishnan and Arti Jaiman from CRF will represent
in the committee. The aim is to help radio become more
sustainable in this date and age of rising prices and increasing standard of living.
I& B Ministry had issued the guidelines for empanelment of Community radio stations with DAVP and sponsored programmes along with the rates of advertisements
way back in May 2012. The rates of advertisement on air
were fixed at Rs 4 per second.
Source: http://www.radioandmusic.com/content/editorial/news/committee-set-revise-community-radio-airtime-rates

Ravenshaw Radio to
resume services

After lying defunct for more than a year, Ravenshaw
Radio, Orissa's first campus community radio, restarted
its services on November 15, which is also the foundation
day of Ravenshaw University.
"We have got all licences required to run the radio service," said university's vice-chancellor Prof B C Tripathy.
The radio service, launched in April 2011, went off air in
February, 2012, after it was found that it had been in oper-

ation without an appropriate licence from the Union communications and information technology ministry.
After authorities came to know about it, they applied for
the licence and deposited the fine amount of Rs 2 lakh.
The campus radio service was set up at a cost of Rs 30
lakh.
"As the radio service was not operational for a long period, it will take some time to streamline things. November 15, 2013 onwards, the radio service will function for
two hours and gradually the programmes will be increased," said in-charge of the radio service, Netajee Abhinandan.
Source:
http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2013-1115/bhubaneswar/44112477_1_radio-service-radio-jockeys-ravenshaw-radio

Orientation for new CR licensees
in Dhaka

An orientation was
held at COAST Trust
Auditorium, Dhaka,
on Saturday, November 16, 2013 for 16
new community
radio (CR) licensees
who have received
the approval to set
up CR radio broadcasting and operations (subject to having security clearance) in different
parts of the country.
The program was organized by the Bangladesh NGOs
Network for Radio and Communication (BNNRC) with
support from of Free Press Unlimited and European
Union.
AHM Bazlur Rahman, CEO of BNNRC, facilitated the orientation workshop. He described the present status, the
purpose, and the objectives of community radio, its challenges and the differences with other types of radio. He
also mentioned the different types of cooperation that
BNNRC could offer in developing the community radio
sector of the country.
Kamaruzzaman, Program Coordinator of BNNRC, described the next steps for the new initiators. He termed
the steps as a “preparatory process” for CR installation.
The participants’ queries were addressed through a lively
and interactive question and answer session.
Senior Officials from 15 organizations [out of the approved 16] joined the orientation. The representing organizations were: Nazrul Smriti Sangsad(NSS), Aparajeyo
Bangladesh, Bangla-German Sampritee (BGS), Institute for
Development Affairs (IDEAS), Karmajibi Nari,Patuakhali
Development Organization(PDO), Coastal Association for
Social Transformation(COAST Trust), Program for Eco Social Foundation, Voluntary Association for Rural Development (VARD), Bandhan Society,Pragati (peoples) Research
on Grassroots ownership and traditional initiative, Barendra Unnayan Prochesta,SaJag (Samaj o Jati Gathan) & SKS
Foundation.
Source: http://www.bnnrc.net/home/new-initiators
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EDITORIAL

Recovering women’s
silenced voices

There is no doubt that community
radio constitutes an opportunity for
women to acquire a voice, which otherwise remains unheard. There are
examples of several CR stations
worldwide that provide a platform to
involve women as partners in development, and enable inclusion of a
gender perspective in their approach
and programming.
Community radio seeks to not only
ensure women’s access to information, but, more significantly, allows
them to challenge the culturally disempowering gender norms and come
out of a condition of silence. How adequately this intention manifests itself on the ground, depends greatly
on the approach and ideology of the
organisation running the CR station
and the local realities.
Across India, research has shown
that community radio has gradually
but surely helped in amplifying the
voices of marginalised rural women,
and many women caught up within
feudal social structures are beginning, albeit slowly, to find a voice of
their own. This is especially true in
the case of women community radio
reporters, who disclose how engaging in media making has brought
about a change in their lives: a) it has

Community radio
seeks to not only
ensure women’s
access to information,
but, more signifcantly
allows them
to challenge
the culturally
disempowering
gender norms and
come out of a
condition of silence

enhanced their self-perception; b)
they have become confident about
venturing out of the house to work;
c) they are more confident in public
speaking, interacting with male officials, and in discussing their problems in public meetings.
However, there still exist social hierarchies along the lines of caste,
class and other oppressions that inhibit women to negotiate fair representations and equal participation in
CR. This is especially true in gendermixed stations. Women in such stations rarely have the same status or
control as their male colleagues.
The three areas in which women’s
involvement is still unsatisfactory in
CR are: a) women do not listen as
much or as attentively as men; b)
their participation in programme
production as well as decision-making is minimal; and, c) women’s issues are not covered adequately in
the programmes.
If more women in the villages are
trained in radio production, they
could in turn be instrumental in involving other women of their villages
in radio production. Convening
women-only listening sessions, encouraging listener’s groups through
narrowcasting, and doing recordings
in the villages could also make
women participate more in radio.
This issue of CR News has a special
focus on gender with about half a
dozen articles examining the opportunities for, and challenges facing
women who participate in CR or
tackling other themes related to gender.
The lead article puts the spotlight
on women CR broadcasters’ master
training facilitated recently by
CEMCA and Maraa and emphasizes
that through specialised, context-specific training efforts, the technical
skills and confidence of women to
produce radio programmes could be
enhanced.
Arti Jaiman’s Chahat Chowk writeup draws attention to the fact that

the empowerment potential of CR
can be strengthened and contentious
issues related to women’s daily lives
could be fore-grounded only through
women’s progressive involvement in
all elements and stages of a CR programme production.

This issue of CR News
has a special focus on
gender with about
half a dozen articles
examining the
opportunities for, and
challenges facing
women who
participate in CR or
tackling other themes
related to gender
While Bidu Bhushan Das brings
forth the inspiring story of Lavanya
of Radio Active, Arun John reports
about India’s first LGBT radio going
on air. Bianca Miglioretto shares her
experiences of conducting womenonly training workshops for CR
broadcasters that put emphasis on
peer learning and empowerment
along with journalistic and technical
skills development. Prativa Chhetri
presents a status report highlighting
the mixed bag of women’s involvement and role in CR in the South
Asian region. It reveals that women’s
access to decision-making positions
and their technical proficiency continue to remain areas of concern.
The CR News team wishes all its
readers, a Happy New year and also
expresses solidarity with the UNESCO’s World Radio Day 2014 theme
– “Enhancing gender equality and
women’s empowerment in radio.”
Kanchan K. Malik
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INTERNATIONAL

CR trainings foster peer learning
among women broadcasters

“This training went deeper because
we analysed our existing skills and
the problems we encounter in our
daily radio work and searched for
means to improve ourselves, learning
from each other.” Adivasulevu Chute,
Femlink, Fiji.
“For me the highlight of this seminar was learning form the experiences of the community radios in
Aceh Indonesia after the tsunami.”
Madella T. Santiago, ARCSEA, Philippines.
In collaboration with AMARC Asia
Pacific, Isis international conducted in
2009 and 2010 two regional crossInteractive training
cultural, cross-language seminars in
South-East Asia and in South Asia
with 30 participants each. The seminars were conducted
in English, enabling the participation of non-English
speaking women through peer translation. Journalistic
and technical skills are just one aspect of the training
module that Isis International has developed. Equally important are empowerment and the coverage of specific
topics from a gender perspective such as climate change
adaptation, peace building or disaster mitigation.
The radio programmes produced during the seminars
consist of a variety of creative radio formats such as radio
reports, storytelling, radio drama, studio discussion, interviews. The training participants acted as resource persons, trainers, facilitators, producers and translators at
the same time.
AMARC Asia Pacific adapted this module of trainings at
national level and conducted together with ACORAB in
2011 two trainings in Nepal with 25 participants each.
For many of the women it was the first radio training ever.
"Before the training I was about to leave the radio sta-

Hands on production

tion. At the training I realised as a
women broadcaster I have a mission. I
came back motivated and we convinced 20 station managers to conduct
and empowerment campaign for
women community radio broadcasters." Narmaya Rasailee from Radio
Gandaki 90.2Mhz, Nepal.
With the support of Commonwealth
of Learning (COL), Open Society Foundation (OSF), and UNICEF, AMARC
conducted a women's radio training in
Delhi for 32 participants from India,
Nepal and Sri Lanka in January 2013.
The AMARC trainings put a special
focus on empowerment. At the beginning of the training participants identified problems and challenges women
face in their radio station and discussed how the AMARCGender Policy for Community Radio can be a tool towards
equal participation of women in community radio. For the
first time we also included community storytelling and
testimonies in the workshop.
However I felt there was more potential among the participants for sharing and learning from each other, which
we were not able to tap. We also neglect the discussions
on a specific issue from a gender perspective. On one
hand we did not do a skill needs assessment before the
training. On the other hand the training was only four
days – instead of five days.
"I always felt I had to portray women as poor victims.
But after the training I realized it is important to portray
women as strong and show their real contribution in society, report success stories, to empower women through
community radio." Rekha Sharma, Radio Dhadkhan, India.
The women's-only training grants women a safe space
where they can freely express themselves. All facilitators
are women and serve as role models, especially in the
technical field. What Rekha Sharma from the Delhi training expressed is also true in training women for community radio.
The participants should not just be seen as trainees. A
resource oriented approach to unleash the potential of
the participants is an efficient empowerment tool, combined with concrete sharing of technical, journalistic and
community involvement skills and actual hands on to
come up with high quality radio features at the end of the
training have proven empowering and efficient at the
same time.
This seminar was an excellent exposure to community
radio. I got energized to do more live broadcasts.” Preeti
Chandrasekar, India.
Bianca Miglioretto
Community Radio Trainer and Consultant
Vice President, AMARC Asia Pacific WIN
Associate, Isis International
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VOICES FROM THE FIELD
Sushma is a migrant woman from
Bihar living in Mullaheda village in Gurgaon for the past 12 years. Her husband
is a security guard. Living in a one room
tenement barely a kilometre from the
Maruti Suzuki factory, she shares the
cramped space with her alcoholic husband and five daughters. When the
pressure to bear a boy child grew unbearable, as did the trauma of undergoing three abortions because the unborn
foetus was, once again, a girl, she literally ran away to her “maika” (maternal
home) to get an “operation” done. The
taboo and deafening silence around issues of sexual and reproductive health
barred her from discussing her problems with women in her locality - be it

guided by
communication for development,
and social
and behaviour change
principles
and practices.
The key
elements of
a community learning
programme
are: a) collaboration
among local

Chahat

Breaking the
sexual
dispensary in Mullaheda, St. Stephens’
Hospital, Gurgaon (which deputed their
ANMs as on-air experts), the Mullaheda

It was evident that w
discharge’, problems in
with contraception, th
pregnancies, and the tra
tions were rampant am
local women in Mulla
issue was really the s
health pr

her mother-in-law or neighbours living
around her, or even her husband.
The Community Learning Program
(CLP) “Chahat Chowk” was designed at
Gurgaon Ki Awaaz Samudayik Radio to
break this silence. Multiple focus groups
discussions later, it was evident that
while issues like ‘white discharge’, problems in conception, unease with contraception, the burden of multiple
pregnancies, and the trauma of multiple
abortions were rampant among both
migrant and local women in Mullaheda,
the dominant issue was really the silence around these health problems.
The Community Learning Program
(CLP) model developed by Commonwealth of Learning (COL) and its partners is an approach that tackles
community health/development issues

stakeholder groups, b) participation of
target audiences in decision making
about programme content, c) a combination of media distributed content
with face-to-face networking, d) a storybased approach to learning and behaviour change.
Accordingly, the “Chahat Chowk” series was developed in partnership with
women staying in Mullaheda, who participated in focus group discussions,
generously shared their stories for radio
programmes, and opened up their small
little one-room homes to listener
groups.
Integral to the programme design
process was the participation and support of the Civil Hospital, Gurgaon (who
deputed ASHA workers and ANMs to the
programme), the NRHM-supported RCH
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VOICES FROM THE FIELD

Chowk

the programme
could reach
out to a
wider community in
Mullaheda.
Launched
in July 2013,
the first 16
episodes of
Chahat
Chowk completed their
cycle of
broadcast by
end of October. The re-

help her?”
“We’ve just been married, how can I
delay having children for another two
years?”
“If I get a vasectomy done, is it reversible?”
“Dealing with these questions hasn’t
been easy either.”
Training partners Maraa and Ideosync
Media Combine put the entire GKA team
through training to help them let go of
their own inhibitions in discussing sexual issues.
Fallouts of the program have been
men and women visiting the Mullaheda
dispensary to meet the ANM (who also
features in the program) after listening
to the radio program, posters in the

sponse was unlike anything the station
has witnessed earlier. Calls would start
coming in even before the programme
went on air, with listeners calling in to
ask if the ANM had reached the studio
and if they could talk to her. What was
planned initially as a 30-minute telephony segment added to a 30-minute magazine-format program, stretched to 60
minutes. Yet, many callers could not
make it to the show!
Questions that the ANMs had never
been asked in their long careers in the
field were suddenly being thrown at
them within the anonymity that radio
offers its listeners.
“My condom keeps tearing, what shall I
do?”
“My wife has been complaining of white
discharge for the past year, how can I

Mullaheda lanes, promotional events,
and the use of an IVR-based call-out system that shares the key messages of
each episode with a caller base of nearly
1000 people.
In its second phase, the Gurgaon Ki
Awaaz team is working on developing
the next 26 episodes of Chahat Chowk.
Besides existing stakeholders, new partners are being identified. Many new issues have also emerged from the phone
calls received during the first cycle.
These will be addressed in the second
cycle.
There’s a new excitement definitely in
the air! After all, that wall of silence appears to be finally getting breached!

e silence on
health
Anganwadi which became a meeting
space for women, and local shopkeepers
who shared their customer base so that

while issues like ‘white
n conception, unease
he burden of multiple
auma of multiple abormong both migrant and
aheda, the dominant
silence around these
roblems

Arti Jaiman
Gurgaon Ki Awaaz
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A policy conundrum:
the case of CR in Nepal

Nepal is widely credited for being
the first country in South Asia to
open up its airwaves to community
and private broadcasting. The country’s tryst with community radio
broadcasting started after the First
Jan Andolan (people’s movement) of
1990, which established constitutional democracy in Nepal. This provided impetus to some individuals
and organisations that came together,
fascinated by the possibilities of the
then new FM technology and bolstered by the idea of opening up the
media to people.
Some key actors who came together were the Nepal Press Institute, the Himal Group, Worldview
Nepal and the Nepal Forum of Environmental Journalists (NEFEJ), and
an application for a license for community radio (CR) broadcasting was
made in 1992, with NEFEJ as the license-holder.
Community radio in Nepal draws
its legitimacy from the National
Media Policy of 1992, the National
Broadcasting Act of 1993 and the National Broadcasting Regulation of
1995. After years of lobbying and advocacy, South Asia got its first community radio station in Radio
Sagarmatha, with NEFEJ as the license-holder, in 1996.
Ever since, Nepal’s pioneering tryst
with community radio broadcasting
has often found mention in the advocacy and lobbying efforts for the

opening up of airwaves to communities, in India and
Bangladesh.
From being the
pioneer in successfully lobbying
for the opening up
of airwaves to
communities,
Nepal’s CR landscape today leaves
much to be desired. The policy
governing CR itself allows for discrepancies, with a
singular policy in
place that places
community radios
on par with private radios.
When operationalised, the policy
calls for taxation of CR stations on
par with private FMs, among similar
such blanket clauses. As a result,
Nepal’s non-government radio sector
has, over the last
few years, witnessed a spurt in
radio stations that
stake claims to
call themselves
‘community radios’ or ‘commercial FMs’, the onus
of which is on
them as per the
policy.
There seems to
be a growing understanding and
desire for an
amendment or revamp of the FM
policy in the CR
sector, with CR bodies like the Association of Community Radio Broadcasters Nepal (ACORAB) and
Broadcasters Association of Nepal
(BAN) often calling for a demarcation
in the singular policy that is in operation. However, the problem is only
compounded by the lack of institutional mechanisms like a fully functional Constitution or legislative
machinery that can legitimately enforce the policy shift, since 2008,

when the Constituent Assembly
failed to draft a Constitution.
The presence of international
donor agencies in the post-civil war
transition period since 2006, only
adds dimensions to the functioning
of CRs in Nepal. These funding bodies
often liaise with radio associations to
reach out to individual CRs with
packaged content, impacting the final
programming aired by these stations.
Clearly, the post-civil war transition period has impacted the Community Radio landscape of Nepal
rather deeply, with dysfunctional
democratic institutions and inflow of
international funding for democratic
and development assistance playing
key roles.
At the time of writing this piece,
the country is on the verge of some
crucial changes. Even as the elections
held on November 19 saw record
voter turn-out, news about the
United Communist Party of Nepal
Maoists’ demand for boycott of the

post-poll process citing irregularities
is now trickling in. Either way, the
next few weeks promise tectonic
shifts in the country’s political scene.
The subsequent changes that these
shifts would engender in the Community Radio sector in Nepal certainly
makes for an interesting study!
Preeti Raghunath,
PhD Scholar
University of Hyderabad
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UPDATES

Celebrating Radio Bundelkhand
Apna Radio Apni Batein
Radio Bundelkhand (RB), initiated
by Development Alternatives in
TARAgram, Orchha, Tikamgarh Distrct of Madhya Pradesh was the first
community radio of Madhya Pradesh
and the second in the country. It completed five years on October 23, 2013
– a landmark which called for celebration and jubilation.
Community reporters of RB affirmed that it had been an exciting
journey for them on a path not trodden before. The innovative approach
of RB has demonstrated an effective
means of reaching out to cater to the
needs of the community, they felt.
From being a two hour broadcast,
the station now broadcasts nine
hours every day. An interaction with
the community was the highlight of
the celebrations. A special management committee meeting was organized with the various stakeholders to
share their experience with Radio
Bundelkhand.
“The management committee has
been a guiding force for us at Radio
Bundelkhand. The use of local Bundeli dialect has brought Radio Bundelkhand closer to the hearts of the
community, breaking language barriers and facilitating community to express and interact” said Mr. Ramnath
Ahirwar, Rural Extension Officer, Niwari Block.
The community also appreciated
pioneering programmes like Bundeli

Idol which provided a platform
for local talent.
The first Rural
Reality Show –
Kaun Banega
Shubhkal Leader
and Shubhkal Badalti Jalvayu
ke Liye Taiyyar
Hum which followed, helped
demystify climate change to
local communities and helped
to address issues
related to their 5th Anniversary celebrations
prime livelihood
“When Radio Bundelkhand was
– “agriculture”.
started, we could not figure out the
The live streaming (courtesy
name of the radio station and it was
NOMAD) on October 23, the fifth anthe community who gave us this
niversary of Radio Bundelkhand, also
name” said Ms. Indira Mansingh, Adreached out to those who were
visor, Development Alternatives. It
within the proximity of the region.
was a very exciting and a very emoThe community members called up
tional moment for all to know how
continuously during the day to exthe seed they planted, the water and
press their views and congratulated
nutrition they provided has grown to
Radio Bundelkhand for becoming an
become a healthy and vibrant
integral part of their lives in the five
sapling.
years. “I am a regular listener and
A special programme was develcontributor, I like all the programmes
oped by the team at Radio Bundelkespecially Shubhkal of Radio Bunhand which traversed through with
delkhand and I wish Radio Bundelksnippets from various programmes
hand all success” said Balaram from
developed in its five years of exisvillage Naigua.
tence. There were snapshots from
Those associated with Radio BunBundeli Idol, Zaika Bundelkhand,
delkhand from its
Rural Reality Show – Kaun Banega
inception till date
Shubhkal Leader, Shubhkal - Badalti
also called up and
Jalvayu ke Liye Taiyyar Hum etc.
shared their expeRadio Bundelkhand has also
riences with us.
formed an informal consortium of
“The best thing
five community radios in the region
about Radio Bunto share and collaboratively develop
delkhand is its
programmes. The consortium facilicoverage of varitates learning by sharing and enhancety of issues catering its reach with the larger
ing to all segments
community.
of the society –
Clearly, the five years of Radio Bunwomen, children,
delkhand have been exciting and we
youth, farmers
hope for many more such years of
etc.,” said Dr.
reaching out and changing the narraAshok Khosla,
tive.
Chairman, Development AlternaGazala Shaikh & Sutul Srivastava
Rampal and Anuradha - Anchoring the special live streaming tives.
Development Alternatives
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TRACKING CR

India gets its first LGBT radio

Anil Srivatsa
In 2009, when Anil Srivatsa did the
late night talk show “Between the
sheets” on Meow 104.8 FM – India’s
first just for women radio network
started by him (Now Oye! FM) – one
of his topics had to do with homosexual experiences. This started creating
deliberations within Delhi and when
the idea of creating an Internet radio
platform www.radiowalla.in came
about in 2010, where this would be a
platform for special Interest radio
content, it was a natural fit to include
Srivatsa’s ambition to start a radio
channel for the LGBT community into
the mix. Q Radio started its operations from Bangalore, India in September 2013.
There aren’t any media channels
dedicated to the LGBT community on
a full time basis in India yet. While
there are several examples of online
radio programming for the LGBT in

European and Western nations, in
India, we hardly even acknowledge
their presence. We are like a community in denial of their existence.
Q Radio tries to voice the community using the medium of
radio/audio. It airs many live call-in
shows which encourage participation
from the community and also provide
a platform for the community musicians to serve up their brand of music
to the community and outside.
Q radio is a platform where even
homophobes and perhaps fundamentalist groups against the community
can get their own show and use that
platform to reach out to the LGBT
community to begin a healthy dialogue socially. This dialogue is the
first step towards creating a better
understanding between the various
groups and also for the LGBT community to get a better understanding of
where that fear of them emanates
from.
Q Radio’s content will focus on life
in India from an LGBT perspective
where non-LGBT participants can
also interact wearing the same
shades of the rainbow. The content is
available worldwide via internet. Any
age group, ethnicity or community
can tune in to the website and listen
to them. One of the challenges of Q
Radio is to slowly diversify into the
local languages too, as Anil Srivatsa
notes, “For Q Radio, expansion is in
terms of outreach, inclusion of con-

tent in regional languages and to
evolve into the 360 eco systems of
other mediums, online and off line”.
Q Radio is partially funded by
UNDP (United Nations Development
Program) and an NGO, Guild of
Women Achievers (who are sponsors
of this channel). They have received
appreciation from different quarters
in two months since inception and
the idea of an LGBT community radio
station is growing popular. Anil Srivatsa adds, “The word of mouth

Mari and Vaishali
spread about this channel is the
fastest I have seen so far and coupled
with the interest of the media fraternity in this product, this certainly
helps to build a listener base.”
Arun John
PhD Scholar
University of Hyderabad

Plan for cascade workshops to train women at the grassroots
(continued from Page 1)
The CLP model ties in perfectly with the objective of increasing women’s participation in community radio at all
levels of decision-making in a community radio programme. While the concept is fairly new in India, it has
been tried and tested in various parts of the world. Many
see this as a paradigm shift where the focus is on involving local stakeholders in decision making processes (topic
selection, message design, program design etc.) right from
the inception of the program plan.
Gurgaon Ki Aawaz was the first
station to pilot this model in India
with Maraa’s support. So far, they
have produced a 16-episode series
on the issue of ‘white discharge’, a
common problem among women in
the community they are working
with. Summarizing her experiences
on producing these episodes, Van-

dana shared, “It (CLP) is a really an interesting process.
We have formed new relationship with the community
now. The women were initially very apprehensive about
these conversations on sexual health. However, gradually
they have reached a level where they don’t only discuss
these issues amongst themselves but also with their partners”.
Post this training, all nine stations will be producing an
issue based CLP series through in-depth formative research, outcome oriented learning
design, and initiate a process of dialogue between various stakeholders
in their respective communities.
Devi Leena Bose
Independent Media Researcher
(Photo credit: Javed Iqbal and
Monica James, Maraa)
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Empowering women through CR:
Where do we go from here?
What is the role of Community
Radio in terms of women’s participation and empowerment?
To review the scenario, a survey on
the status of women community
radio broadcasters of the SAARC region was conducted by AMARC AP
between June and July, 2013. Data
was collected from a total of 48 community radio stations of South Asia:
Afghanistan (6), Bangladesh (14),
Bhutan (1), India (4), Nepal (16),
Pakistan (4) and Sri Lanka (3).
The stations which were a part of
the survey varied in terms of size and
composition. Two radio stations
(Rudi no Radio in India and Nari
Awaaz in Nepal) are completely
women run radios stations. Radio
Sahar in Afghanistan represents a
women run radio station although it
employs men for technical support
while Radio Alina Nooristan in
Afghanistan is radio run by men only.
The survey results proved to be a
mixed bag. The good news was that
community radios employ 38%
women, which is better than mainstream media. According to the International Women's Media Foundation
(December, 2010) women comprise
33.3% of the journalists world-wide.
However, they only make up 27% of
top management. Position
In Asia,
Overall staﬀ
women
make up
only 20% Leadership Positions
of the
Technical Staﬀ
media
workAdministrative Staﬀ
force.
A closer Programme Producers
look at
leaderVolunteers
ship and
technical
positions in these radio stations, revealed the gender status in radio station. Women constituted 33% of
leadership positions - an improvement from a similar survey conducted in 2006 when it was 28%.
The issues about women’s access

to decision-making positions, technical proficiency (26%) however continued to remain areas of concern.
Most of the radios stations had
programmes by and for women with
total broadcast time from a total of 2
to 70 hours in a week. These programs covered a range of issues from
gender inequity and violence to
health and culture.
Some of the positive changes that
emerged in the survey included:
•More women participation in community radio
• More women run radios emerging
in the region (9 in Afghanistan, 2 in
India, 9 in Nepal)
• Increase in women participation in
management level and in technical
aspects of radio
• Innovative radio programmes like
legal literacy, financial security,
women’s rights that are impacting
the communities
• Greater willingness to learn and
participate in women networks
• Becoming role models for girls and
women in their community
• Breaking traditional barriers that
discriminate women
• Women broadcasters have become
empowered through the community
radios

Total

Women

In %

1112

426

38%

279

93

33%

167

43

26%

134

45

34%

381

175

46%

1343

511

38%

Based on the findings of the survey,
coupled with face to face discussions
with community radio stakeholders
in the region, AMARC AP recommended the following for women
broadcasters in South Asia to ensure
gender equality in community radios:

• As the representation of women in
leadership and technical field of community radio is still low there needs
to be more training especially in
management skills. Positive discrimination towards women to ensure
greater women participation should
be given due priority.
• More field based training is necessary. Training women community
radio broadcasters on the technical
aspects gives them control over the
content especially those related to
women empowerment and its impact
on the community.
• Gender sensitization training for
management and editors would
greatly help in bringing about gender
equality.
• A study tour or exchange visit
within the country or the region for
community radio women broadcasters will help them learn from others
in the same field and also see the
best practices in action
• Community radios should adhere to
their stations bylaws and regulations
and strictly ensure that there is no
discrimination amongst staff based
on gender or sexual orientation
• Most community radio stations
have a similar kind of programmes
related to women and at times the
dominant
Men
In %
views regarding
686
2%
women are
reinforced
186
67%
by such
pro124
74%
grammes. It
is time now
89
66%
for community radios
206
54%
to broadcast women
832
62%
programmes
that empower them and create
awareness about existing women’s
laws and rights.
Prativa Chhetri
Programme Officer,
AMARC Asia Pacific
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Bangladeshikaran
of CR-CIT
A 3-day participatory validation workshop for adapting the
Community Radio
Continuous Improvement Toolkit (CRCIT) to the
Bangladesh context
was held at IDB Bhaban, Dhaka from November 25-27.
The CR-CIT has
been developed by
the UNESCO Chair on
Community Media
team, University of Hyderabad with support from the Commonwealth Educational Media Centre for Asia (CEMCA) and is likely to be adopted by the Ministry of Information (MoI), Bangladesh as indicated by BNNRC and the
Secretary, MoI at the workshop.
The co-learning
workshop, attended
by 32 representatives from 16 CR
stations in
Bangladesh was
jointly organized by
Bangladesh NGOs
Network for Radio
and Communication (BNNRC) &
UNESCO Chair on
Community Media
with financial and
technical assistance
of European Union,
Free Press Unlimited and CEMCA/ Commonwealth of Learning.
Mr. AHM Bazlur Rahman, CEO of BNNRC coordinated the workshop which
was facilitated by Prof. Vinod Pavarala and his team from the University of Hyderabad. Mr. Rafiqul Alam, Chairman, BNNRC; Mr. Mohamad Farooq, Chief Information
Commissioner; Mr.
Ankuran Dutta, Program Officer,
CEMCA; Ms. Reba
Rani Saha, Joint Secretary- Radio, Ministry of Information;
Mr. Kazi Akhtaruddin Ahmed, Additional Secretary and
DG, Bangladesh
Betar graced the
opening and closing
of the workshop .
The validation workshop was followed by field-testing of the CR-CIT with
seven CR stations through a self-evaluation and peer-review process. With all
the inputs from the validation workshop and the field-testing, the CR-CIT is
now in the process of being finalised for Bangladesh and would soon be made
available as a bi-lingual tool-kit for its application in Bangladesh.

